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St. Rose Roman Catholic Church complex occupies a site on the north side of 
Kentucky Highway 152 in rural Washington County. Its location is two and one-half 
miles northwest of Springfield (the county seat), five miles southwest of the Lincoln 
Homestead State Park, and one mile south of St. Catherine's Academy. Situated on 
the crest of a small steep hill, they present an impressive image to, the highway below. 
Surrounding them on three sides are approximately 600 acres of rolling farmland 
that the institution utilizes as pasture land for cattle and as a campsite for groups.

The church, designed by William Keely, was begun in 1852 and was dedicated in 1855 
(see photos 1, 2, and 3). Keely (1816-96) had been responsible for the Greek Revival 
Custom House in Erie, Pennsylvania, and for the Gothic Revival Cathedral of the 
Assumption in Louisville a structure which established his reputation with Kentucky's 
Catholic community.

Constructed of blue limestone quarried two miles south of the site, the church's 
dominant element is an octagonal tower centered on the southern end and completed 
five years after the church's dedication. A contemporary description called the tower 
"grand and majestic... with its eight pinnacles mounted with limestone crosses of marble 
whiteness" (Freeman's Journal, October 6, 1860). The areas between the pinnacles are 
crenellated, and piercing each side of the tower above the gable roof is a louvered 
window with a cinquefoil head. These are separated by tiered buttresses that begin at 
the ground level and diminish in thickness upwards. On five sides of the tower's center 
are roundels pierced by quatrefoils, and at the lowest level are two equilateral arch 
entrances and two windows with pointed arch heads and stone tracery that echoes the 
ciaquefoil heads of the louvered windows. Double buttresses set at right angles visually 
strengthen the four corners of the main section of the building with those at the southern 
end being crowned by pinnacles like those atop the tower.

The sanctuary is five bays long. These are defined by windows like those of the tower's 
lower level and are separated by double-tier buttresses. The pre-existing 1809 church 
of stuccoed brick was left in place, and was incorporated into this structure to serve as 
its chancel at the northern end. Each side of this section is pierced by two lancet 
arch windows, (and attached to this former church is the still extant 1807 three-story 
brick convent building.;
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

St. Rose, the first priory of the Dominican Religious Order in the United States, was 
founded in 1806 by Reverend Edward D. Fenwick. The church and priory, located in what 
was once the center of Catholicity in the State, was the focal point of the Dominican 
missionary activity. It was also the site of St. Thomas College (1807-1828), the first 
Catholic college west of the Alleghenies. The design of the church is attributed to the 
prominent Roman Catholic architect, William Keely, who also designed the Cathedral of 
the Assumption in Louisville, Kentucky, and several other important Catholic commissions 
in the State.

Members of the Dominican Order, first came to the United States in 1805 from Bornheim 
College, an English Dominican Province in Belgium, which had been disbanded when it 
was seized by French Revolutionaries. Upon making an escape from the college, Edward 
D. Fenwick, a native of Maryland, led a group of three Dominicans to the United 
States. Because Fenwick was a native of the country he was appointed Superior. (The 
Dominicans, a mendicant order, was founded by Saint Dominic (1170-1221), a Spanish 
priest.)

At this time Kentucky had a large, growing Catholic population that desperately needed 
priests to attend to their spiritual needs. Shortly after his arrival to this country, 
Fenwick traveled through Kentucky in order to setect a site for a priory. In the spring 
of 1806, Fenwick returned to Washington County near Springfield, Kentucky with his 
three companions, Reverend Thomas Wilson, Reverend William Tuite, and Reverend 
S. Anger, where Fenwick purchased a 495 acre farm using his inheritance from his 
father's estate. The farm was fertile and included a two-story brick house, several 
outbuildings which were used as a school, as well as a saw and grist mill.

The farmhouse served as a temporary residence until the following year in 1807 when a 
priory was constructed. The college building was completed in 1808, and the brick 
church finished in 1809. All three structures were constructed with the aid of the Catholic
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A cemetary to the church's east separates it from a one-story-with-basement 
guesthouse erected in 1867 (see photo 4). The foundation, clearly visible at one 
end due to the sloping site, is of limestone, while the one story above is of brick 
laid in common bond. Three bays long and six bays wide, all appurtenances on the 
facade facing the church have segmental heads with corresponding hoodmolds of 
brick. A denticulated frieze is below the eaves on all four sides and the hipped 
roof is covered with tin.

Also located on the grounds is the three-story 1867 Italianate priory. This, however, 
is currently being demolished and plans include replacing it with a smaller and more 
modern facility. The church and guesthouse are in good and fair conditions 
respectively.
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Standing in close proximity to the St. Rose Church is the Priory (see photo 5), an 
impressive Italianate building whose architect remains unknown. A new Priory had 
been contemplated for some years before the Civil War; consequently, when C. 
Louis Egan, a zealous priest, became Prior in 1866, he undertook construction 
of the building which was completed in 1867.

This three-story building of brick construction is eleven bays wide and three bays 
long. The treatment of openings and of their corresponding hood-molds varies, 
with those of the first level having semicircular heads, those of the second having 
segmental heads, and those of the third having pointed segmental heads. Spanning 
all four sides is an entablature whose architrave is composed of two courses of 
corbelled bricks. The remainder of the entablature is of wood and has narrow 
dentils and segmental-headed attic windows flanked by elaborate brackets and arranged 
in respect to the overall fenestration.

Enveloping the centered entrance of the main facade is a three-story porch. Each 
level includes a balustrade, coupled brackets below the cornice, and segmental arches 
resting on four square brick piers and two applied piers. The first level of this 
multi-storied porch is of higher proportions than the others, and similar one-story 
porches serve the entrance bays of the sides. All chimneys are built into the walls 
and there is a full basement of stone construction.

Resting on a square base at the apex of the hipped roof is a two-tiered lantern 
crowned by a dome. Coupled sash windows with six-o\er-six panes pierce each 
side of the first tier, while those of the second are singular but have the same number 
of panes. . -

According to plans, this building is slated for demolition within a year, but a '' 
listing on the National Register may thwart this aim. Theological students were 
housed here until 1957. Since that time, the Priory has served as a residence 
hall for retired or semi-retired priests of the local area.
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population in the area. Of the three original structures the church and priory remain intact as part of 
the present (1855) church structure. The college, named St. Thomas of Acquin, was the first Catholic 
secular college for boys and young men west of the Alleghenies. Emphasis was placed 
in the teaching of humanities, mathematics, natural and moral philosophy. Students 
were drawn from the North and the deep South, as well as within the State. The 
alumni of the college included Zachariah Riney, Abraham Lincoln's first schoolmaster, 
and Jefferson Davis, the President of the Confederacy. The college closed down in 
1828.

In 1811 the first ordination in the state took place at St. Rose Church when Benedict 
Joseph Flaget, the first Bishop of the diocese of Bardstown, was ordained into the 
priesthood. The complex continued to serve as a base of the Dominician missionary 
operatioHS in the surrounding area, despite the closing of the college in 1828.

In 1852 the present church structure was built of limestone and the original church 
structure was incorporated into the building as the sanctuary. The original priory 
was replaced by the present four-story brick structure in 1867, although the original 
structure continues to be used as part of the priory complex. (The 1867 Priory is - 
being demolished at the present time.)

Over the years as the Order of Dominicans grew and expanded into different parts 
of the country, St. Rose became a less important center of activity. In 1957 its use 
as a novitiate for men studying the priesthood was discontinued and the buildings 
were then used to house retired or semi-retired priests. Nonetheless, it continues 
to be recognized as the first religious house of the Dominican Order in the United 
States.

William Keely, a prominent Roman Catholic architect originally from Ireland, is 
responsible for the design of the 1852 church. Keely is believed to be the architect 
for the U. S. Custom House in Erie, Pennsylvania, which was once the U. S. 
Bank of Pennsylvania, and an outstanding example of Greek Revival architecture. 
Several major ecclesiastical commissions in Kentucky attributed to Keely include 
the Cathedral of the Assumption, Louisville, Jefferson County (approved by 
the State Review Board June 5, 1973); the Abbey of Gethsemani, Nelson County; 
St. Theresa Church, near Rhodelia, Meade County (forwarded to Washington 
March 15, 1977); and the Chapel of St. Vincent dePaul for the Sisters of Charity 
at Nazareth, Nelson County.

(continued)
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Since its dedication in 1855, the St. Rose Church has been a significant element in the 
surrounding area's architectural heritage. Its position atop a small steep hill renders 
the structure a role of prominence a feature emphasized by the dominating octagonal 
tower that was described as "grand and majestic" upon its completion five years 
later. The tower, crowned with pinnacles of white limestone that contrasts with 
the local blue limestone employed in the rest of the structure, combines with the 
pointed windows and multi-tiered buttresses to increase the sense of height; thus, 
an emphasis on the vertical apsect. The hue of the construction material is 
complemented by the surrounding grassy expanse that is also the setting for an 1867 
brick guesthouse.
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Sesquincentennial Saint Rose Parish, Springfield, Kentucky. 1957.

Spalding, M. J. Sketches of the Early Catholic Missions. Louisville: B. J. 
Webb and Brother, 1844.

Webb, Benjamin J. The Centenary of Catholicity in Kentucky. Louisville: Charles 
A. Rogers, 1884.
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The St. Rose Roman Catholic Church Complex is bounded on the south by Kentucky 
Highway 152. A one-lane paved road on the Complex's property forms a right angle 
and provides the western and northern boundaries. The eastern boundary is an 
unpaved road which skirts the cemetary southeast of the church and connects with 
Highway 152.

Acreage: Approximately 11 acres.
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